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Who we are



Our services

Project type Size

EPC projects 8 MW

IPP 542 MW

Total 550MW

Projects
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Global Urbanization and Decarbonization

"Cities are an economic power that is estimated at 88 per cent of

global GDP by 2025. However, cities are also a place for

complex and interrelated challenges: attributed with 50 per cent

of greenhouse gas emissions and will consume about 80 per

cent of the world's energy production“

Amina Mohammed, Deputy Secretary-General of the United Nations and Chairperson

of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals Program

DNV GL Energy Transition Report 2017 





Annualized growth in electricity consumption by sector in the GCC and 

selected countries, 2006–2016





Why use RE?

Environmental

• CO2 avoidance

• Kyoto agreement

Economical

• Cheap energy

• Better economical 

returns

• Better utilization of 

local produced oil

Energy security

• Reduce dependency 

on imported fuel

• Energy diversification



Number of Arab cities with more than 1 Million residents

Estimated RE capacity by 2030



Zero Energy vs. Carbon Neutral 
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Vacuum tube thermal collectors

Flat plate thermal collector

Solar thermal



Wind



Geothermal and Thermodynamic (heat pumps)
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PV projects, General structure 

Land/roof

•Contractual –

owned/leased/transfer

•Legal

•Proximity to evacuation 

point

PV system

•All related materials

•Installation and operation

•O&M

•Warranty period

•Regulator requirements

Incentives, 

regulation and 

cost structure

•Grid regulation

•Capacity available

•PPA or other regulation 

•Finance 

• These components will determine the cost of the PV system

• The price at which the PPA is set to, including project life cycle, 

contract period, terminal value and cost of finance will determine 

the cost of energy  



Land – PV system installation place

• Availability

• Type

• Cost 

• Ownership structure

PV System

• PV modules

• Balance of Systems (BOS)

• O&M

• System cost $/KWp

• Energy cost $/KWh



Incentives, regulations and cost structure

• Electricity price: (>8 $cents/Wh)

• Feed in tariff: is a payment made to households or businesses

generating their own electricity through the use of PV or other RE

system, proportional to the amount of power generated.

• Rebate system: a reduction of solar system by contribution of % of

the cost as an incentive



• Legal frame work and regulations such as:

o net metering determines how energy are consumed or credited

back to the client through the grid,

o Wheeling allows transportation of energy from one location to

another utilizing transmission and distribution networks.



Grid code It determines the mechanism and regulation on how PV

are connected to the grid! This usually defines technical requirements

of the grid such as:

• Islanding

• LV and MV levels,

• Harmonics

• Voltage fluctuation 

• Min and max time to reconnect

• Grounding/earthing

• Safety shut downs

• …etc
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Summary

• Boundary conditions need to be defined: Zero Energy or 

Zero Carbon ??

• The base process: Process Optimization, Energy Efficiency 

and lastly Solar integration

• Need to have a verification and certification process for 

proposed system

• Regulatory frame work should allow for alternative business 

models for solar integration: Wheeling, corporate PPAs, etc.


